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Abstract:
When a safety defect occurs, manufacturers often use product recalls to mitigate potential consequences. Although consumers expect on-time recalls for product defects,
our observation with respect to recalls in the automobile industry suggest that firms may severely delay their recall decisions. In particular, when a firm receives
complaints/notifications of a potential defect, the firm makes the following decisions in a recall process: how long an investigation takes (which can, at times, be
manipulated), and when to issue a recall. In this paper, we construct a stylized model for a profit-maximizing manufacturer by endogenizing a product's sales pattern into
these decisions, and then study how firms make recall (delay) decisions. We find that when a firm cannot manipulate its investigation time, it is more likely to delay a recall
when the defect is noticed at an early stage of the product cycle. However, when the firm can manipulate its investigation time, it is likely to try to hide by prolonging the
investigation time. Next, we make suggestions to mitigate the delay and/or the delay duration.
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